[Organization of the spatial-temporal relationships of cerebral electrical processes in children during exposure to verbel commands].
An EEG cross-correlation analysis has shown that in children aged four to five years higher sensory analysis of verbal commands and their meaning was reflected in the nature of synchronous interactions between oscillatory processes and their spatial-temporal patterns. At the moment of perception of the command "listen" highly synchronous synphasic relations were recorded between biopotentials in the associative infero-parietal cortex and projection temporal centres of the left hemisphere. Oscillations of the parietal areas preceded the rhythms of the occipital, motor and frontal lobes in the left hemisphere; slow oscillations with a 3 osc/sec frequency predominated, and the intensity of the periodic processes increased. The command "look" evoked a high degree of synchronous synphasic relations of biopotentials in the parietal-occipital cortical parts of both hemispheres; oscillations with 6 osc/sec frequency predominated; their intensity rose; synphasic relations of oscillations in parietal and motor and temporal centres grew more manifest, while the rhythmic activity in the parietal zones preceded the potentials in the frontal lobes of both hemispheres.